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THE SWITZER GROUP

WELLS FARGO SELECTS
THE SWITZER GROUP
FOR
30 HUDSON YARDS

The Switzer Group has been awarded

“We are honored with the trust and

major interior architecture contracts for

confidence Wells Fargo has placed in

more than 500,000 SF of space

our firm’s ability to deliver outstanding

purchased by Wells Fargo & Co. at 30

interior design solutions for its Hudson

Hudson Yards. The best-in-class space

Yards space. As an MBE firm owner, it

will house the New York City headquarters

is particularly gratifying,” says Switzer.

of Wells Fargo Securities, bringing
together more than 2,500 investment

Interior design for the premier space

banking and capital market employees on

will be inspired by the surrounding

nine stories. The project fit out includes

mixed-use, “city within a city”

150,000 SF of trading space on two floors,

development and neighborhood,

offices, and critical facilities infrastructure.

bringing in magnificent views of the
New York skyline and Hudson River,

According to Wells Fargo Corporate

the Chelsea vibe and museum scene,

Properties management, The Switzer

and the Highline. The project is

Group was the clear winner based on the

scheduled for completion in early 2020.

integrity of the firm’s commercial and
trading floor design portfolio, and the

“The Switzer Group was the Wells

strength of its team.

Fargo selection committee’s
unanimous choice for the 30 Hudson

The Switzer Group, an award-winning

Yards Project. I was impressed by The

minority business enterprise, has provided

Switzer Group’s collaborative can-do

interior architectural design services for

spirit, design innovation, technical

several other Wells Fargo spaces in the

expertise, and project management

U.S., in Boston, Connecticut, Delaware,

capabilities. Their team’s presentation

New Jersey and Virginia. The Hudson

blew us away!”

Yards assignment, a showcase project for
the global financial services company,

Linda Foggie, AIA, NCARB

takes the collaboration to a “new level”

Vice President, Project Management

notes The Switzer Group founder and

Leader – Northeast Corporate

CEO Lou Switzer.

Properties Group
Wells Fargo
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